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Introduction
It is with great pleasure that we provide the following report regarding the BrainBoosters
research done at Olifantsvlei Primary School in May 2013, as well as the roll-out of the
BrainBoosters Catch-Up Programme that was developed and implemented at this school.
Adopt-A-School Foundation looked to BrainBoosters to provide solutions for parent initiatives
at one of their schools. Furthermore, a request was received to meet at Olifantsvlei Primary
School in April 2013, to discuss how the BrainBoosters products could be utilised to increase
parent involvement in the education process.
At a meeting held with parents of the School Governing Body of Olifantsvlei Primary School, the
BrainBoosters methodology was introduced. The video evidence shown of very young children
(15-30 months) able to identify colours, shapes and numbers, highlighted an urgent need for an
immediate BrainBoosters intervention at the school. Please view videos below.
10 COLOURS

10 SHAPES

COUNTING

Click the YouTube link below to view

Click the YouTube link below to view

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/FEOL-BRmoXo

http://youtu.be/6ooeEte5Z1Y

http://youtu.be/F8MFopiOKEw

A 2-3 year-old boy being
assessed after doing the programme for just three weeks

A 2-3 year-old boy being
assessed after doing the programme for just three weeks

A 2-3 year-old boy being
assessed after doing the programme for just three weeks

Colour, shape and number concepts
Children who learn their colours, shapes and numbers earlier tend to do better at school. (SCIENTIFIC
AMERICAN MIND JULY 2011) It is the foundation for all future learning!
Everything in the environment is based on colours, shapes and numbers.
If you look at the picture
of the woman and the pot,
you will see a lot of colours
when you look at her top and
skirt etc. You will also see a
lot of different shapes such
as the lid of the pot (circle)
window (rectangle) and
door (rectangle). There are
two windows, one pot, one
woman, two arms, ten fingers
etc.
Once a child has an understanding of colours, shapes and numbers, the world starts to
make sense.
1

• Colour is not a mathematical concept, but is used in
activities such as matching, sorting, grouping and classifying.
• Recognising and knowing shapes is necessary to see
physical differences between objects.
• Understanding and working with patterns lay an essential
foundation for algebra and geometry. It is therefore a vital
element of early mathematics.
• Recognising shapes like a pentagon and a hexagon will help
children distinguish between a ‘b’ and a ‘d’ or a ‘6’ and a
‘9’.
• Reading forms an important part of mathematics.

The School Governing Body felt that increasing parent involvement over time may not necessarily benefit
their children immediately. An intervention was requested to expedite the learning of the three concepts
of colours, shapes and numbers in the classrooms.

Baselines
On commencement of the BrainBoosters Programme, assessments were conducted to establish what the
current knowledge base was.
Pre-assessments were conducted with 61 Grade R learners
and 65 Grade 1 learners, a total of 126 children.
Grade R’s

Grade 1’s
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Feedback
Here is a short summary of the baselines:

23/126 children knew all 10 colours

22/126 children identified all 4 shapes

0/126 children knew all 10 shapes
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7

8

9
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2/61 children could count out each number up to ten correctly

18/65 children were able to count up to 50
1/126 knew all 10 position words
(in front, on top, underneath, next to, inside,
behind, left, right, up & down)
Children cannot follow instructions in class if
they don’t know position words.
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The above results were shared with the Principal, Mr Freddie
Maphula, the Foundation Phase HOD of Olifantsvlei Primary
School, the Gr 1 teacher and Zodwa Mbutisi (Programme
Coordinator of Adopt-A-School Foundation) at a meeting at
the school in May 2013.

Conclusion of Pre-assessment
We believe that we have identified one of the main reasons for poor performances in schools. Without
having a reasonable understanding of colour, shape and number concepts when entering Grade R and
Grade 1, children are already three years behind children that do. Although the onus is on parents
to introduce these concepts to their children before entering Grade R, it is obviously not
happening as a rule.
The Grade R and Grade 1 children have lost crucial years of learning. The present school curriculum
does not address the need to “catch-up” before children start with the actual curriculum.
Assume you are in Grade 1 but you don’t know your colours, shapes or numbers.
Read the following paragraph:

My five friends and I ran in circles on the green
grass. I was the tallest of the six but I was third
when we ran to see who came first. Two of my
friends were faster than me.
If a teacher reads the above paragraph to 6 or 7 year-olds, nothing will make sense to them. A child
would not understand a sentence like this without prior knowledge of the concepts of colours, shapes
and numbers.
Why then are we surprised, that stories, books and word sums are incomprehensible to pupils
without a working vocabulary – especially colours, shapes and numbers?
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All children must have a working knowledge of colours, shapes and numbers before
they can climb the ladder of learning.
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Two product ranges
BrainBoosters had two product ranges in 2013.
1. A Parenting Programme (age birth – 6) consisting of 60 Storyboxes (10 boxes per age group)
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		In South Africa we have to reclaim the culture, where parents see themselves as
		 their child’s primary educator. BrainBoosters offers a one-hour, monthly workshop
		 to parents to show them how to play with the BrainBoosters products and how to read
		 to their children.
Parents are encouraged to play with their children at least 10 minutes per day.

This range can also be used as a toy library in day care centres.
2. The Play & Learn Programme for children under the age of four in Pre-Schools.
		 T he programme consists of 6 containers. Each container has books, toys and a themed poster.
(Colours, shapes, numbers, my body, food and animals) This programme offers non-academic
training for caregivers.
Example of non-academic training for the Play
& Learn Programme

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/lKP5a79MGKY
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The BrainBoosters cognitive development programme takes 30 minutes per day and
can easily be implemented in the daily programme at pre-schools.
Guided play is necessary because children cannot discover the educational games in the
programme on their own. Vygotsky viewed cognitive development as learning through
experience with a skilful tutor such as parent, teacher, sibling or a peer. Children still do art,
fantasy play etc. in their daily programme at the pre-school.
Examples of guided play exercises:
Demonstration on how to alternate the red cups with the shape discs to build a tower.
Once the children understand they can do it on their own.

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/NYb0xT-MmPg

Demonstration on how to use the crayons to make the outline of the black foam
shapes. Once the children understand they can do it on their own.

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/NZT8wUMv1Hk

		The range also includes an affordable parent pack for each theme. E.g:
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		The Play & Learn Programme is used during the “Window of Opportunity”, when children can
learn effortlessly. Brain connections become permanent through repetition. The word “Mommy”,
for example, must be heard repeatedly before the brain connection becomes permanent.
The following Harvard Graph shows this period is at its peak when children are under
the age of four.
Human Brain Development
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		What do we do about this? What do we do differently? How do we put science into action?
BrainBoosters teaches children colours, shapes and numbers during this peak period in their lives,
because they can do it if we change the method. In teaching colours, shapes and numbers, we
also develop pre-reading skills and English vocabulary.
A 15 month-old girl knows 8 out of 10 colours after doing the programme for four
weeks.

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/mL0WwDuqYPo
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The videos shown to the parents of the School Governing Body at Olifantsvlei
Primary School were taken from the training videos used for caregivers to implement
the Play & Learn Programme with children under the age of four.
 anked 147 out of 150 countries in literacy and numeracy, South Africa needs a drastic
R
intervention. At BrainBoosters we believe such interventions should specifically target children
under the age of four.
The Play & Learn Programme puts ‘Science into Action’ by teaching children under
		the age of four pre-reading skills such as:
		Ten shapes as it will help them to later recognise the different letters of the alphabet (p and b)
		and also different numbers (6 and 9).
A 2-3 year-old boy ’reads’ the shape book to a 15 month-old boy.

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/HWj7zDYJRzg

		
		
		
		

It does not make sense to teach children under the age of two letters of the alphabet because the
brain maturity is not there yet to be able to decipher words. Children can however, learn to
recognise the shape of words and they can learn that written words have meanings. BrainBoosters
introduce written words and their meanings to children under four.

		
		

Some children will be able to recognise written words the same way that they will
recognise logos of companies.
A 3 year-old girl recognises 10 colour words after doing the programme for just
three weeks.

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/zYuaoOS67W4
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It is true that our memories don’t go back before the age of four. Although we
cannot remember how we started talking, crawling and walking – we can walk and
talk today. It is the same when learning colours, shapes and numbers – we cannot
remember that we learnt it but we can identify colours, shapes and numbers in our
surroundings.

		BrainBoosters uses the following interactive ’three-step-reading’ method. We start off by
		 simply showing the pictures in the book without reading or discussing the pictures. Then we
		 show the pictures again and allow the children to describe what they see. The third time we
		 read each page and open up discussions about what they now see in the pictures.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Click the YouTube link below to view

Click the YouTube link below to view

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/pNLY3S_VgME

http://youtu.be/v3X1FsDV6_o

http://youtu.be/HOYaQrpJpZA

		The Play & Learn Programme puts ‘Science into Action’ by teaching children under the
age of four number concepts using dots and discs:
		BrainBoosters don’t use any counting songs, counting rhymes, counting fingers or clapping hands
to introduce number concepts. We also refrain from using themes such as my body, transport, etc.
to introduce numbers. It only makes sense to use themes once a child has an understanding of
numbers and can apply that knowledge by counting the number of wheels on a car.
		We introduce number concepts, by using a dot method with children under two.

Click the YouTube link below to view

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/L0rjE-JOcY4

http://youtu.be/lgpJC7Q9i_Y
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We introduce number concepts, by using discs with children older than two.
Teaching a 2 year-old girl to apply quantity to numbers

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/GVLTpwlMhEI

BrainBoosters introduce 10 numbers simultaneously and not one number at a time because children
cannot learn, for example, ‘3’ on its own; it has to be learnt in relation to other numbers. E.g. 3 is more
than 2 and 3 is less than 4 etc. We introduce the concept of zero by counting to 10 and then back to
zero - showing nothing.
Please view the following video regarding the BrainBoosters Blue Plate Methodology.

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/eUAvXY6jGX8

Development of the new Catch-Up Maths Programme
		Karina Strydom (co-founder and product developer of BrainBoosters) used the existing
		 BrainBoosters products by testing and adapting the teaching methodologies for the
		classroom scenario in Grade R and Grade 1 at Olifantsvlei Primary School.
		The existing Play & Learn Programme yielded remarkable results with children younger than
		four but not nearly as good with children older than four years. The window of opportunity when effortless learning takes place – had closed for children in Gr R and Gr 1 who missed
out on early stimulation. Of course children can still learn but a different method is needed, it
takes more time and more effort.
The Grade 1 class had more than 50 children and it was virtually impossible to teach them
all at the same time. Most of the Play & Learn methods or toy products were just not
suitable for older children.
11

		The core of the Play & Learn Programme is when concepts are introduced in
		 isolation through the Heartbeat book and then reinforced daily in different ways to
		 make brain connections permanent.
		 E.g.

red
BrainBoosters introduces the word first – red, for
example – and then we show red as an entire page of
colour. It is simple. All we show is red. We isolate red.

Most children under the age of four only have to see
and hear the words and see the colours three times a
day to be able to learn 10 colours simultaneously within
three weeks.

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/eCZGjL1BfGA
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Normally pre-schools introduce colours one at a time – seldom managing to establish
more than four or five colours in a year in a child’s mind. However, if you change the
method and show each colour in isolation, but all colours in one session, it is easy for a
child to learn ten colours, and recognize their written names in two or three weeks, using
only a few minutes per day.
The above method worked very well for children under the age of four, but proved frustrating in
a Grade 1 class with more than 50 children. It was impossible to keep all the children’s attention
especially when most of the class, without paying attention to what was going on, simply repeated
what one self-confident boy shouted out.

Two breakthrough methods were developed in the classroom
1. Interactive method
		Drastic changes had to be made in order for the programme to engage with every child in the
classroom. Each child is given a set of the 10 matching colour cards with the words on the back.
They are asked to lay out the cards on their desk and while the teacher shows the word of the
colour, each child has to hold up the corresponding colour card. This method works well as it
actively engages each child. The teacher is now able to instantly see which child needs further
assistance, even with large numbers of children in the classroom.
Interactive method

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/moCDazaebNw

		The Interactive Heartbeat method was born and now forms the basis of the new Catch-Up
Programme, which targets children older than four, who missed out on acquiring the basic
principles.
2.	
Daily counting demonstrations
	Daily counting demonstrations were introduced, so that children could first see counting,
addition and subtraction in action and then implement it themselves.
	Here are some of the daily teacher demonstrations that will help children to understand
before they attempt to do it themselves:
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Count up to 20 randomly

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/agF1gg1xEx0

Count to 20 by throwing the discs randomly on the floor.
Greater than and less than with discs and crocodile signs

6>4

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/iN7mHlu7zCo

Addition with discs

1+1

=2

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/VPWSVBwhYwc

Addition with discs and counting strip

3+2

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/rmPTkxqn1ZQ
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Interactive Heartbeat Book with discs and counting strip

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/5nkwnzMgGaA

“Learning is child’s play”, therefore a lot of games, designed to reinforce what was learnt, are played
daily. Because many teachers and children are apprehensive of maths it is important to keep an element
of fun when introducing the concept of numbers - the foundation for mathematics.
E.g.: Match the picture on the card to the picture on the poster

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/b-yIQyshOx0

E.g.: Match the word on the card to the word on the poster

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/u2W2MOcXPm4

The programme covers the Gr R Maths curriculum and focuses on teaching maths in
isolation to lay a foundation for further learning.
Interestingly, the programme actually accommodates different levels of competence in the
classroom. E.g.
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1.	The programme caters for the child who
still has to learn all the concepts by
reinforcing them daily.
2. The programme enables a child to 		
learn colours, shapes and numbers and 		
simultaneously recognise the words.
3.	The programme also caters for the child
who knows all the concepts and can
recognise the words, by allowing him
to have fun when he plays the games
in the class. These children become the
game leaders and gain confidence by
using their knowledge in a different way
(reflecting) and helping other children
learn.
While testing the new method in the Grade 1 class, elements that worked were being implemented in
the Grade R class the following week. The progress of the children in Grade R was remarkable and
noticeable when compared to the class that was not receiving the BrainBoosters assistance.
Over a period of 12 weeks the new “Catch-up” programme was tested and adapted for the Gr R & Gr 1
classroom scenario, so much so, that BrainBoosters had to manufacture new products.
The Catch-Up Maths Programme consists of three containers with products for the teacher, 20 children
and 20 parents (Parent packs).
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The Parent pack consists of two board games and two sets of dominoes:
How to play the Colours, Shapes &
Numbers board game.

Click the YouTube link below to view
http://youtu.be/DgFOvASAG10

Re-assessments
The following re-assessments were done with 40 children in Grade 1. There was a 44%
overall improvement on colour, shape and number concepts.

There is a correlation between these results and the ANA (Annual National Assessment) test results
that were written in September 2013.
The following graph shows the before and after assessments on colours, shapes and numbers
out of 20. The ANA test results are also out of 20.
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Vukeya Vusi

Tshifumuro Caroline

Ramotsomi Thabang

Mkumbani Marcelo

Mbuli Njabulo

Taka Penny

Ngoma Uzubenathi

Manganyi Owethu

Mahelini Reninha

Nhlapho Zandilsile

Hlatshawayo Thato

Tau Neo

Ngcukana Onakho
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Dlamini Thokozane

Chirame Dineo Amnzo

Ndlovu Nomande
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Dlamini Siphamandla

Mbuyaza Mxolisi John

Axis Title

Re-assessment of 40 Grade 1 children at Olifantsvlei Primary School 2013
Before and After relates to colours, shapes and numbers assessment
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Three product ranges and Eureka Varsity
Thanks to the intervention at Olifantsvlei Primary School, BrainBoosters now have three
product ranges. Parent/child story boxes, Play & Learn for under fours in day-care centres and
the Catch-Up Maths Programme for Gr R & Gr 1 (both with parent packs for parent
involvement).
BrainBoosters is focused on improving cognitive early childhood development for children from
birth to 8 years. Seeing that there are too few nursery schools in SA and very few nursery schools with
enough qualified teachers, Eureka Varsity was established to train ECD teachers. Eureka Varsity offers
teacher training for recognised qualifications e.g NQF Level 4 & 5, and will soon offer NQF Level 6.

THREE PRODUCT RANGES
1
PARENTING
Birth to 6
60 storyboxes

2
PLAY & LEARN
Birth to 4
6 containers

3
CATCH-UP MATHS
Age 4-9
3 containers

6 Parent packs

Parent pack

VARSITY
Eureka
Varsity, sister
company
to BrainBoosters
EU
offers Early
R EKA VARSITY
Childhood
Development NQF Level
4 and NQF Level 5 with a
difference:
• A
 ll students receive
BrainBoosters products
and training as part of
the yearly course
• Monthly enrolments are
available, you don’t have to
start at the beginning of the
year
• Night classes will be available for students that work
full-time
• Normal classes are held one
day a week, so that students
can earn a living while
studying
011 471 0900
www.eurekavarsity.com
Registered with ETDP SETA –
ETDP10659

Parent Involvement at Olifantsvlei Primary School
The parent involvement issues were kept on the agenda and suggestions were discussed to ensure that it
is a fun-filled event.
During the meeting, BrainBoosters showed how much fun it can be to learn about numbers and
money with one of their products of the parenting range. (The Running with Bulls Board game.)
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Adopt-A-School went ahead with their initial idea and funded products for parents and
children in Grade R. 45 out of 75 parents attended. Some of the parents sent proxies
and apologies. It was a fun-filled event with very good feedback. Each parent received a
Storybox. The Parenting theme was: ‘How to teach your child about money.’
Example of the Storybox

Product includes: Pocket Money Storybook, colouring books, poster, 3 piggy
banks, wrist wallet, Running with Bulls Carpet board game (1.2 x 1.2 m)

Money
money

pocket money

piggy banks

copper coins

brass coins

nickel coins

automated
teller machine
(ATM)

bank card

TM

Y509B07

bank



Copyright ©2011 by Karina Strydom
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During the session parents were informed that it was important to teach their children about
money. Teaching about money can only be successful when real money is used. Children can
learn financial terminology at school but they cannot learn how to work with money. One
father said that he realised how much he contributed to the ill-disciplined way in which his
son treats money and pledged to improve on his own practices.
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Olifantsvlei parent meeting - 15 September 2013
Talking to parents

Parents playing

Parents were delighted to see video footage of their own children learning colours, shapes and numbers
during the parent evening. Some parents reported to now seeing why their children have become
more aware of their environment by reflecting and showing off their knowledge of colours, shapes and
numbers. Parents enjoyed learning how to play the Running with Bulls board game and looked at the
activities as a stress-reliever as well.

Training of Olifantsvlei Primary School teachers
Karina Strydom and Ronél Burger met with Donne Nicol (Executive Director of Shanduka Foundation)
at their Head Office to give feedback regarding the research project funded by BrainBoosters and the
product development that took place at Olifantsvlei Primary school. It was decided during this meeting
that Adopt-A-School would fund the products and training for the teachers. 14 Teachers were trained
in January 2014, assessments were done and products were delivered to 7 teachers to implement the
programme in February 2014.
Teachers in Training at Eureka Varsity on 14 January 2014
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General feedback after the training:

“The programe is
excellent… It
makes one feel
like a teacher
again” Thenjiwe

“… The project should
be introduced in All
under performing
schools in Gauteng.
Those schools will
definitely improve”

Mthebe

Ntombifuthi Kunene

“I just wish the Dept to
take the programme
seriously and buy it for
all schools so to catch
from the lost early
childhood development
programme” Mary-Jane

Ngubane

“Active involvement of
learners will take us far,
will make our teaching
more easy and learners
will also enjoy coming to
school” Mathilda Musi

“ I think this
BrainBooster project
should be engaged with
government curriculum
and be implemented in
daily process” Sinah

“ Parents must be
involved and
committed to their
children’s education.
The world can change
into a better place”

Josephine Mabe

Mpshe

The teachers expressed appreciation for the empowering nature of the programme:

* The comments above are quoted verbatim.
• It inspired them to be committed educators and assisted with decreasing stress levels
• T he practical presentations, and class activities that we offered in the training, were cited as “a
good platform to cement their understanding and capabilities for implementation”
• The guidance manual assisted with daily activity planning
• T he active participation of learners in the lessons/activities came highly appreciated as a funfilled, relationship-building, confidence-enhancing and practical learning strategy
• The parent-pack will encourage parents to involve themselves in their children’s education
• It would be helpful if the Department of Education were to adopt the programme and introduce
		it to all schools. The consensus was that this process would not be difficult as previously there
		was a programme called “Learning through Play” – which was a bit similar to the
		
BrainBoosters Catch-Up Programme.
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Specific comments pertaining to the development period at the school:
• T he programme was developed in one Grade R and one
Grade 1 class. Some of the teachers confessed that they had
a negative attitude and perception of the programme during
implementation. The equipment being carted around looked
daunting. Subsequently packaging was made smaller, more
inviting and user friendly
• Teachers left out of the first implementation phase later admitted
		 to a negative initial attitude
• T he teachers whose classes were receiving the training felt it
was interfering with their prescribed daily programmes, even
as the content is part of CAPS. They thought it would be more
important to their superiors if they followed the prescribed
program, even though learning with Catch-up was a lot faster
•
		
		
		

Their doubts were lifted to certain extent when they saw the
improvement in their learners’ performance and development.
E.g. some previously shy and timid learners participated 		
successfully and with more self-confidence

• A
 fter all teachers had received training on the programme, they agreed that because of the
learning gaps it would be greatly beneficial for all learners in Gr R – Gr 3 to do Catch-up. They
requested that the programme be extended across the entire foundation phase and not only
Grade R and Grade 1
• T he teachers also asked that BrainBoosters should provide some guidance and support after the
initial training and implementation of Catch-up at the school

Adopt-A-School Foundation and BrainBoosters Research Project 2014
After meeting with Donne Nicol, Adopt-A-School Foundation decided to jointly fund a larger Research
project with BrainBoosters. Adopt-A-School identified 5 schools. One Grade R and one Grade 1 class
in each school will follow the BrainBoosters programme for 12weeks while another Grade R and Grade
1 class in the same school will follow the normal curriculum. A trained intern will video both the one
hour classes daily. After the twelve week programme the control group will also do the Catch-Up Maths
Programme.
Periodic assessments will be done – but no feedback to the children involved, i.e. not official “tests” with
the negative connotations attached.
BrainBoosters invited the principals of the 5 schools and one of their
Gr R teachers for an information session on 17 January 2014.
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Training of the teachers and principals took place on
21 February 2014.

Click the YouTube link below to view

http://youtu.be/_KnmaoT6eNk

BrainBoosters trained 5 interns to do assessments of learners
and take videos in classes everyday. (24 – 26 February 2014)

The following Project Plan details the procedure that will be followed during the research
project conducted by Eureka Varsity on the effectiveness of the BrainBoosters Programmes and
methodologies.
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Adopt-A-School Project Plan
EU
R EKA VARSITY

•

Principal Briefing

•

•

Site Visits
Teacher Training
(First Group)
Evaluation

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Practice Weeks

Training


Ronel
Burger - CEO of Eureka Varsity, will do a full briefing with the
Principals of the participating schools together with the Shanduka
Project Team. A presentation will be done by Karina Strydom on 		
BrainBoosters.
17th January 2014.


Eureka
Varsity and BrainBoosters, will visit each participating
school for an onsite introductory meeting with all stakeholders.
A profile will be done for every school.
10th - 14th February 2014.
Milestone Feedback Report.


Implementation
of BrainBoosters training interventions for
teachers and interns.
A Skill Certificate will be awarded upon completion of the project.
21st February 2014


Interns
are trained and do pilot evaluations and videos.
A pre-evaluation of all learners will be done by the school team
with the assistance of the interns, which will provide valuable
information about what the level of understanding is of the
children, with regards to colours, shapes and numbers.
25th February - 7th March 2014
Milestone Feedback Report.

•


Practice
weeks to commence prior to the official start date of the
interventions.
Corrective measure will be taken to ensure that the trained teachers
deliver the programme accordingly.
3rd - 14th March 2014

•
•
•
•
•


BrainBoosters
training commences for 12 weeks.
Regular feedback sessions with teachers will be held.
Regular feedback sessions with interns will be held.
17th March - 23rd June 2014
Milestone Feedback Report.

•
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•

Revision

•
•

•

Evaluation
Teacher Training
(Second Group)
Training

Monitoring

•
•
•
•

•


Revision
sessions to be done the first week after the school
holidays.
BrainBoosters will re-commence after the revision has been done.
7th April 2014.


Post-evaluations
of all the learners will be done by the school team
and assisted by the interns.
The post-evaluation measures the student’s achievements,
knowledge and the effectiveness of the programme.
All results are submitted.
30th June - 5th July 2014.
Milestone Feedback Report.

•
•
•
•


Implementation
of BrainBoosters training interventions for
teachers of the control group.
BrainBoosters equipment is distributed.
A Skill Certificate will be awarded upon completion of the project.
7th July 2014
Milestone Feedback Report.

•
•
•


BrainBoosters
training commences for 12 weeks.
14th July - 29th September 2014
Milestone Feedback Report.

•

 duration of the project, monitoring will occur to ensure that the
For
activities in progress are on schedule to meet the objectives and
performance targets.
Milestone feedback reports will be provided as the programme progresses
to report on the status, movement and development
Photographic and videographic monitoring will occur to capture evidence
and results of training.

•
•
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What we learnt so far and the way forward
The Catch-Up Programme as adapted and tested at Olifantsvlei Primary School showed
remarkable results and accelerated progress in the children involved in the programme.
Catch-Up is developed enough to be implemented in larger pilot programmes to do scientific
measurements of its efficacy, as well as fine-tuning of the roll-out and implementation processes.
Even in its present stage of development Catch-Up is remarkably affordable.
It is clear that early teacher involvement and buy-in is critical, to the success of the programme and
must be obtained from the onset of the program.
Initial observations indicate that teachers should not be trained in full before implementation. Training
should be fragmented in phases, to keep content fresh and top of mind.
For better long term results it is invaluable to get parent buy-in and involvement. The parent packs help
a lot, but follow-up actions will have to be planned and developed to keep parents involved with their
children’s whole school career.
The roll-out of the Catch-Up programme will be scalable, however the costs, logistics and pitfalls of a
large scaling exercise still have to be assessed and resolved.
Catch-up appears to be a break-through programme developed in South Africa by South Africans for the
local education challenges.
By addressing the specific pre-learning needs of the majority of SA children starting school it will be
interesting to measure the long term effects of their progress through the school system.

We are looking forward to receiving the results of the research
and sharing it with you.
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